The following are a few representative examples based on the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers by Joseph Gibaldi (ref LB2369 .G53 2003). The MLA Handbook should be your final authority regarding proper citation format. The numbers in <> refer to chapters in the handbook.

Make the first line of each entry in your list flush left with the margin. Subsequent lines in each entry should be indented one-half inch. Double-space all entries.

**Books**

_No author_ <5.6.11>


_One author_ <5.6.1>


_Editor_ <5.6.2>


_Two or three authors_ <5.6.4>


_More than three authors_ <5.6.4>


_Author and editor_ <5.6.12>


_Edition_ <5.6.14>


_Play in a collection_ <5.6.7>

Multivolume Set (when using two or more volumes) <5.6.15>


Encyclopedia article <5.6.8>


Essay, poem or short story in an anthology <5.6.7>


Magazine Articles <5.7.6>


Newspaper Articles <5.7.5>


Scholarly Journal Article (with continuous paging) <5.7.1>


(with each issue paged separately) <5.7.2>


Interviews <5.8.7>


Audiobooks <5.8.2>